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My name is Paul J. Spetrini.
I like to tell stories.

Hello there!



If you’re reading this, there’s a good chance you’re  
looking for a wedding photographer. Maybe you’ve seen 

some of my work. Maybe not. But if you’re here, you 
are most likely asking yourself “Who is this guy and 

why should I care?” Well, here are three things about me 
that sum me up pretty well:

* I’m an award-winning photographer, writer and 
designer and have been involved in photojournalism in the 

Rhode Island area for more than 17 years.
* I have over 90 five-star reviews from couples just 
like you who have used my services and recommended me 
to their friends and family members. That makes me one of 
the best-reviewed wedding photographers on both the Knot 
where I am four-time winner of the Best of Weddings Award 

(2018-2021) as well as a six-time winner of the Wedding-
Wire Couple’s Choice Award (2016-2021.)

     * In my free time, I love nothing more than laying down 
on my couch and watching Netflix. 

Why does any of this matter?
     Well, if you’re here looking for a wedding photographer, 

you need to find someone you like and someone you can 
work with. You need to find someone who makes you relax 
and smile on the most stressful day of your life. You need 
someone who will go above and beyond for you and treat 

you as more than just another paycheck or another  
folder of files on a hard drive. That’s where I come in.

     I’ve been shooting photos professionally for nearly two 
decades and, in that time, I’ve learned the most important 

thing that I can do to get the best results possible is establish 
a real relationship with my clients that goes far beyond the 
typical photographer-photographee (Is that even a word?) 
roles. Your day is about you, not about anyone else, and I 

aim to tell your story, on your terms and within your budget.
Yes, I mentioned the word budget ...

     ... and, no, it wasn’t a mistake. It’s one of the main rea-
sons I shoot weddings. My aim is to give you quality wed-

ding  
photos at a price that fits your wedding and your budget. 

     I have a passion for wedding photography and I choose 
my clients very carefully. I am looking for regular, fun-lov-

ing couples with great personalities who enjoy having a 
good time and want quality photos that they’ll cherish for a 

lifetime. 
I love talking to people. I love telling stories. 

I want to tell yours.
     So, if you’re in the market for a wedding or engagement 
session photographer and you like my style, please read on. 
I’m a simple person who loves shooting beautiful wedding 
photos and I look forward to shooting yours. 

-Paul J. Spetrini

My name is Paul J. Spetrini.
I like to tell stories.

More specifically, I like  
to tell LOVE stories.



So, you’re engaged?
Congratulations! That’s so exciting!

Now comes the hard part ...



“I cannot say enough about Paul. 
He didn’t stop from the moment he 
arrived. He somehow managed to 
be everywhere he needed to be all 

at once.” - Justine Coutu

hen looking at wedding 
photography packages, the 
sheer volume of information 

can at times be overwhelming.
     Many photographers overload you 
with details on prints, frames, USBs, 
albums, and have 15 different ways 
of describing their services without 
actually saying much.
    I want to make putting together the 
package that’s right for you as simple 
as answering one simple question: 
What do you NEED from your big 
day?

How do you find the right 
Wedding Photographer?

W



What do you need from your 
wedding photographer?

Creating your ideal wedding photography package is 
easy when you know what you’re looking for.

1. WHAT’S YOUR BUDGET?
     Perhaps the most stressful part of planning any wedding is sitting down and crunching the 
actual numbers. From catering costs to DJs, florists, dresses and tuxes, expenses add up quickly. 
     Much like you wouldn’t purchase a wedding dress before looking at the price tag, you need to 
know what you want to spend on wedding photography and what you can afford to spend  
before you create any package to suit your needs. So, what’s your budget?

2.) HOW LONG DO YOU NEED ME FOR?
Once you’ve figured out your budget, it’s time 

to look at your specific needs for your photogra-
phy package. 

The first, and most important, element to creat-
ing a package is to figure out how long you need 
me for. My packages are all customizable but, 
generally, most clients book me on this scale:

5 hours: Simple affairs or budget weddings 
that don’t require many prep photos or have 
short receptions.

7 hours: Slightly more detailed. These wed-
dings typically have some prep time factored 
in as well as a fair amount of dancing coverage 
during the reception. 

10 hours: These couples usually want all of 
their prep time documented as well as most of 
the reception.

Full-day coverage: For clients who have a 
lot going on, booking all-day coverage allows 
the chance to not worry about having anything 
missed or running out of time. I’m there as long 
as you need me, up to 16 hours.

3. WOULD YOU LIKE A 
SECOND PHOTOGRAPHER?

After you decide how long you need 
me, the next question is: Do you need a 
second photographer?

While I am fully capable of shooting 
a wedding on my own, having a second 
photographer is a great addition to your 
package and allows you to have a  
dedicated shooter focused on your 
spouse during prep time as well as  
alternate angles during all of the  
ceremony and key moments of your 
reception.

I primarily work with a trio of second 
photographers, all with a similar work 
ethic and style to me. They are fun, easy-
going people with great eyes who will 
compliment your wedding day perfectly.

Second photographers are available 
for a minimum of five hours but can be 
booked to start at any portion of your 
wedding day.



Deluxe 15x10 Signature Album- $600.

15’’

12’’

8’’

4. WOULD YOU LIKE AN ALBUM?
Speaking of options,  

perhaps the biggest 
keepsake of any wedding 
photography package is 
the album and, as you 
can expect, I give my  
clients a number of 
choices here as well. 

My albums are custom 
built and sold separate-
ly so you can purchase 
them before or after 
your wedding. They 
are a wonderful option 
for couples who want a 
printed reminder of their 
special day. 

I currently offer two al-
bum types: 1.) A Deluxe 
15x10 Signature Album 
that retails for $600 and 
a 2.) Classic 12x8 Album 
that retails for $400.

The only difference 
between the two album 
types is the size. Both are 
15-spread (30 page) lay-
flat albums done through 
Miller’s Professional 
Imaging and come with 
Custom Satin Covers and 
Thick layflat pages. 

Additional spreads/
pages can be purchased 
separately for a small fee.

Classic 12x8 Album - $400.

10’’



6. WHAT ELSE DO YOU NEED?
Still feel like you want something extra that hasn’t been covered here? Ask and you shall re-

ceive. I am fully connected with a number of fantastic vendors both online and locally that can 
create just about anything you want or need from your wedding photos.

This includes prints, canvas wraps, cups, t-shirts, frames. You name it, I can find it.
Got any other questions? Contact me today and we’ll wrap up all of the details. 

5. WOULD YOU LIKE AN ENGAGEMENT SESSION?
After you’ve confirmed the details of your big day, it’s time to go 

over the extras I offer.
An engagement session is included with my diamond package but 

not all couples choose to book one. The session is a great chance 
to get to meet and work with me as well as create some beautiful 
photos for save the dates, thank you notes or just for you and your 
spouse.

Typically, I shoot these sessions at a location of your choice in 
Rhode Island or Southeastern Massachusetts but I’m willing to 
travel if you have a special place in mind. 

Pick a time of year, choose a location and let’s go! Please note: 
During peak wedding season (April-November), I can only offer 
engagement sessions on weekdays from Monday-Thursday as I 
reserve weekends for photographing weddings and, if not booked, 
for catching up on editing.



lanning a wedding is one of the most stress-
ful things you and your soon-to-be spouse 
will ever do. From finding the perfect venue 

to selecting the cake, flowers and music that best 
fits who you are as a couple, there are a lot of little 
decisions that can and will add up to make your day 
as memorable as it can be.
     That’s why I want to make picking your wed-
ding photographer as simple as possible. You’ve 
seen my work. Now, let’s get to the nitty gritty.
     While some photographers charge anywhere 
from $3,000-$5,000 just to show up to your event, 
and don’t even include the rights to your photos, 
I’m here to make your day as simple as it can be ... 
without breaking your budget.
     Take a look at some of the packages I offer and 
select the one that best fits your needs and budget. 
     Best of all, if none of these packages are exact-
ly what you’re looking for, let me know and we’ll 
work together to create a custom-made package that 
best suits your needs.

P
“We can’t say enough good things about Paul! 
Paul was great to work with and is extremely 
talented. From the moment I met Paul, I knew 
he was the photographer for me. He shared my 
vision like it was his own. He took time to get 
to know me and my fiancé. He was invested in 

our love story and his photos were lovely.” 
- Cora Freelove-Desautel

EVERYTHING YOU NEED. 
NOTHING YOU DON’T.



So, what’s the cost?



* PRICES VALID FOR 2020/2021 WEDDINGS BOOKED BY 12/31/20. ALL PRICES AND PACKAGES SUBJECT TO CHANGE. 

ALA CARTE EXTRAS
■ Additional hours of coverage start at $250/hour
■ Second photographer: $50/hr (5-hour minimum)
■ Engagement session: $200. 
■ Premium Wedding Albums: Prices start at $400.

DIAMOND PACKAGE
■ Full Coverage of your  
wedding day (Up to 16 hours)
■ 8 hours of coverage from  
a second photographer 
■ Engagement session
■ USB Flash Drive
■ Online Photo Gallery
■ Print Release

GOLD PACKAGE
■ 10 hours of coverage
■ 5 hours of coverage from  
a second photographer 
■ USB Flash Drive
■ Online Photo Gallery
■ Print Release

SILVER PACKAGE
■ 7 hours of coverage
■ USB Flash Drive
■ Online Photo Gallery
■ Print Release

BASIC PACKAGE
■ 5 hours of coverage
■ USB Flash Drive
■ Online Photo Gallery
■ Print Release

My Price: $3,500

My Price: $2,500

My Price: $1,700

My Price: $1,200

Pricing Guide
2021-2022



“We initially hired Paul because he 
was an affordable photographer, 
and he ended up being absolutely 

priceless.” 
- Kim Papa

aul J. Spetrini is an 
award-winning journalist, 
designer and photographer 

with over 18 years of experience 
in and a deep passion for capturing 
life’s moments. Since he started 
shooting weddings, he has received 
nothing but positive feedback for his 
professionalism, ability to work with 
couples and desire to tell the story of 
your wedding, on your terms, in the 
way that you want.  See what other 
satisfied brides had to say…

P

Why should you choose 
Paul J. Spetrini?



ELIZABETH LABOSSIERE

GINA RADICAN

“It is risky to have a wedding during this time 
of COVID-19, but Paul made the entire expe-
rience as stress free as possible. We decided to 
have a small, intimate wedding at our home 

and the one thing that was important to us was 
ensuring we had great photos to capture the 
experience; especially since some loved ones 

couldn’t be there. Paul is professional, patient, 
and personable. Above all, he is interested in 
getting to know *you* and your loved one(s) 

and telling your story. Paul is also very afford-
able, yet in every way his photography exceeded 
our expectations. You will not be disappointed if 
you utilize Paul J. Spetrini Photography for your 

special day.”
»»

“Paul was wonderful to work with. When the  
pandemic started, he was the only vendor to reach 
out to us to see what we wanted to do. After initial 
contact, he continued keeping in touch to see if we 
needed anything or if our plans had changed. He 
made the whole situation, pandemic included, as 
unstressful as possible by always being accessible, 

flexible, and thoughtful. He genuinely cares about his 
clients and treats them like more than just a number. 

He photographs weddings because he’s passionate 
about helping couples on one of the most important 
days of their lives. As you get to know him you see 

how much he really cares.”

»»

“Words can’t describe the amount of effort Paul put 
into getting such amazing photos. It seems like Paul 

was everywhere. At the same time, he blended in 
with the crowd and was unnoticeable. The quality of 

photos and creativity was everything I ever hoped 
for. He went above and beyond any expectations I 

had for my wedding photographer. He made  
everything feel so natural and easy especially during 

such crazy times. By looking at his photos, you 
wouldn’t even be able to tell we were in the  

middle of a pandemic.”

» AURORA TAFUTO »



JOCELYN AMARAL
“The week of the wedding I was getting very stressed 
with all of the details and Paul was there for me every 
step of the way. He made us a detailed timeline and 

anytime he could see me stress the day of the wedding 
he would calm me down. 

Paul isn’t only a great person, but he is an amazing photog-
rapher who genuinely cares about his clients.”

»»

“Paul went above & beyond, we are so pleased with 
our photos. As a bride who suffered the unexpected 
loss of her father just 3 weeks before the wedding, 

Paul’s care & compassion truly helped me  
throughout the day and the days leading up. Our 

entire photographing planning portion of the  
wedding process was easy and that is priceless.  

Paul is professional, passionate & made us feel like 
we were the only couple he was working with. 

Finding the right photographer within our  
budget wasn’t easy, until we met Paul. Thank you 
for providing exceptional service & images we’ll 

look back on for the rest of our lives!”

« BETHANY FITZGERALD «

ANGEL GIBBONS
“Paul Spetrini is the most easygoing, thoughtful, 
enthusiastic photographers, who also happens to 
take the best photos! Paul makes his clients feel so 

comfortable and he has such a fun, exciting, upbeat 
mentality that makes the day even more special. If 
you are looking for special wedding photos that are 
a little “outside the box” or for a photographer who 
doesn’t mind sliding across the floor to capture that 

special photo, then Mr. Spetrini is your guy. We were 
very lucky to have Paul for our wedding day, we were 
truly impressed with his ability to convey our story.”

»»



CARA ADAMS

MARISA FABIANSKI

“Paul was amazing to work with! My husband, 
myself, and our families were impressed by his 

professionalism and his kind demeanor. 
He was super accommodating and understanding 

when the day of schedule went off track. The 
photos he sent were wonderful! He does a great 
job at really capturing the action of the day. I can 

image our children and our grandchildren  
looking at these photos one day down the line.”

“My husband and I are recently married and like 
most couples we had to change all of our wed-

ding plans due to COVID-19. Originally, we were 
scheduled to get married in October but due to the 
wedding venue restrictions we opted to do a more 

intimate ceremony at our home in August. We post-
poned everything for a later reception date, except 

our wedding photographer. Paul was amazing! Paul 
interacted seamlessly with our families and blended 
right in. Not only did the quality of these pictures 

really capture our love and happiness that day, but by 
the end of the day Paul felt more like a family mem-

ber than our photographer.

»»

“We can’t say enough good things about Paul! Paul 
was great to work with and is extremely talented. 

He is also very professional and simply just knows 
what he’s doing. From the moment I met Paul, I 

knew he was the photographer for me. He shared 
my vision like it was his own. He took time to get 

to know me and my fiancé. He was invested in our 
love story and his photos were lovely.

On the day of the wedding, Paul was simply  
amazing. He made me feel relaxed among the  

normal chaos and gracefully guided my  
throughout the day and night.” 

CORA FREELOVE-DESAUTEL

STILL UNSURE IF I’M THE RIGHT
 FIT FOR YOU?

CHECK OUT SOME REAL WEDDINGS 
FROM REAL BRIDES & GROOMS 

JUST LIKE YOU. -------->

»»



Leanne & Evan
REAL COUPLES, REAL WEDDINGS



One of the hardest things to wrap my head 
around when it comes to 2020 weddings in 

the midst of a global pandemic is the  
overwhelming sense of dread many  

clients have about their big day. Often, 
many brides and grooms this year have  

taken a “let’s get it over with”  
mentality and, honestly, it hurts my soul 
just thinking that’s an acceptable way to  

approach one of the best days of your life.
That’s why I loved working with Leanne 
and Evan so much in the lead-up to their 

August wedding ceremony at Blissful 
Meadows Golf Club in Uxbridge,  

Massachusetts.
No matter how often I spoke with the  

bride-to-be, whether it was through email 
or a random Facebook message in the 

middle of the night, she ALWAYS kept an 
upbeat attitude about her wedding day and 
that sense of hope paid off in a huge way 
as her and Evan’s wedding day may not 
have been when or what they originally 

envisioned but it was, without a doubt, an 
amazing moment I know they (and I) will 

not soon forget. 

Blissful Meadows Golf Club, Uxbridge, Massachusetts (Ceremony & Reception)
August 8th, 2020

REAL COUPLES, REAL WEDDINGS



Leanne and Evan’s prep was super 
laid back and a lot of fun but the tone 
shifted quickly when the groom left 

the room and the bride finally put her 
dress on. 

You would think something as  
simple as getting dressed wouldn’t 
remarkably change the way a day 
feels but it sure did for these two 
and, as we set up their first look, I 

think the reality of the day they were 
about to experience finally hit home 
as Evan got super emotional seeing 

Leanne in her beautiful dress the  
moment he turned around.



One of the only downsides to  
Leanne and Evan moving their wed-
ding day from May to the beginning 

of August was there was no way 
to fully prepare for just how hot it 

would be and, trust me, these two got 
the full brunt of a summer wedding.

That’s not to say they didn’t still  
enjoy themselves, though. Leanne 

and Evan’s wedding ceremony may 
have been a scorcher but I could tell 
just by looking at the intimate crowd 
they had that everyone who was there 
was fully tuned in and wanted to be  

nowhere else, heat or no heat.



Even with a smaller guest count than planned, 
Leanne and Evan made sure their wedding still 
felt special. One of the ways they did this was 
having not one but TWO first dances together. 

The first was set to “Beautiful Crazy” by  
Luke Combs. I loved this little dance between 

the two on the patio of their venue. While  
certainly not the big ballroom you might  

envision for a first dance, there was something 
special about this dance for these two as their 
very select group of close friends and family 

looked on.



Wrapping up the signature  
moments of the night were the  

traditional parent dances as  
Leanne and her father shared the  

patio together and Evan got  
emotional with his step mother 

during their dance.
Both dances were beautiful in their 

own ways and enhanced  
significantly as the light slowly 

started to fade on a beautiful  
summer night.



Angel & Josh
REAL COUPLES, REAL WEDDINGS



REAL COUPLES, REAL WEDDINGS

I was born into an Italian family 
and, as such, I have more than three 

decades of experience in dealing with 
loud, boisterous rooms full of  

animated people. That’s why I knew 
the minute I met Angel and Josh that 
their wedding at Cranston Country 
Club would be one I’d never forget. 
Mostly because this couple, who had 

been together for over a decade  
before walking down the aisle, felt 

more like members of my own  
family than clients right after we met. 

What I couldn’t count on,  
however, was how badly I needed a 
day like Angel’s and Josh as it was 

just so nice to sit back, focus on 
capturing their moments and forget 

about all the doom and gloom  
associated with the 2020 wedding 

season.
Judging by the never-ending 

smiles on their guests’ faces and 
the laughter that filled every room 

throughout the day, I certainly 
wasn’t the only one.

St. Barnabas Church (Ceremony) & Cranston Country Club (Reception)
August 29th, 2020



If I had to point to one thing 
that surprised me about Angel and 
Josh’s wedding day, it’s that they 

chose to get married in a  
church instead of an outdoor setting 

overlooking a colorful landscape. 
I’m happy they did as the church 

itself was incredibly beautiful. If 
anything, the fact that this couple 
chose to have a traditional church 

ceremony felt even more special as 
it was the only rigorously  

structured part of an otherwise  
casual and lighthearted afternoon.



Angel and Josh are one of my favorite 
couples to work with for formal photos. 
The pair know how to work the camera 
and have a naturally comfortable body 
language and love of one another that 

radiates through the lens. 
Angel and Josh were incredibly  

accommodating and patient during their 
formals as I spent a LOT of time trying to 
make sure everything looked just right but 

I’m glad I did as these two deserved the 
best photos I could give.

And when they agreed to take a walk 
with me to my favorite spot at the country 

club? Well, I was pretty pumped.



I’m convinced Angel and Josh’s wedding  
reception could have taken place during just 
about any year. Right from their first dance, 

set to “Everything I do” by Bryan Adams, the 
night’s vibe rotated between the decades and 
blended together to create one of my favorite 

receptions of the year.
I think the only people happier to be there 

than I was were the bride and groom.



I loved Angel and Josh’s wedding  
reception for a lot of reasons but the  

biggest, by far, was how normal  
everything felt. Even though there were 
plenty of guests wearing masks and the 

bride and groom took tons of precautions 
with hand sanitizers and social  

distancing, Angel and Josh’s wedding felt 
like it could have taken place pre-COVID 

and that’s a huge compliment. 
And I know the bride and groom loved 

every minute of it as they made sure to 
soak up every big moment that came their 

way before all was said and done.



Kate & Merrill
REAL COUPLES, REAL WEDDINGS



As a wedding photographer, there’s 
a certain rapport you build with your 

clients from the time of your first 
consultation until they say “I do” that 
is often invaluable in producing the 

best photos possible.  
But, much like there’s always one  

exception that proves a rule, every 
now and again I get a wedding that 
pops up on my schedule at the last 
minute and I don’t actually get to 

meet the bride and groom in person. 
When this happens, I walk into their 
session blind and have to hope that 

they’re my kind of people and fun to 
work with.

Katie and Merrill were a couple like 
this and we didn’t actually settle on 

working together until just about two 
weeks before their big day.  

Thankfully, though, I knew from 
the minute I walked into the bride’s 

bridal prep session that I was in great 
company and about to witness a  

wonderful wedding day.

Brewster Gardens, Plymouth, Massachusetts (Ceremony)
October 10th, 2020

REAL COUPLES, REAL WEDDINGS



What I loved the most about Katie and  
Merrill’s wedding day was how  

important they treated it. While social 
gathering restrictions may have  

impacted the SIZE of this wedding day, 
and even changed the reception venue at 
the last minute, Katie and Merrill were 

just like any other bride and groom  
before they said “I do.” 

Katie was far less nervous than most 
brides, though, and kept her girls in stitch-
es as she finished her hair and makeup and 
put on her dress, making the moment truly 

real for those closest to her.
I especially loved the little bit of  

emotion she and her father shared as he 
saw her for the first time.



With Katie dressed and ready to go, we 
made our way to the Brewster Gardens 

in Plymouth, Massachusetts and we 
were immediately greeted with bright 

sunshine and a very eager groom. 
As someone who has gotten married 

in a park pretty similar to the one Katie 
and Merrill chose for their wedding, I 
absolutely adored the totally informal 
spot these two chose to exchange their 
vows. It was quirky, intimate and super 
personal and I know Katie and Merrill 
loved it as they couldn’t stop smiling.



Katie and Merrill’s ceremony was a beautiful  
reminder that you don’t need 200 people and a 

giant church to express your love to one another.
It was the perfect ceremony for this moment 
and all you had to do to get an idea of how 
much both Katie and Merrill were locked  

into each other while they exchanged their 
rings and vows was look at the emotion  

on their faces.



Thankfully, I feel like Katie and Merrill 
still got the full experience of wedding 
day formal photos as they had a great 

family and wedding party behind them 
and we literally did EVERY combination 

of photos they could think of. 
Afterward, I was lucky enough to get 

some time with the bride and groom alone 
and we took a lot of beautiful portraits of 

them both in absolutely  
perfect fall weather with great foliage 

everywhere we turned.
And, honestly, I know deep down that’s 

all these two needed. 



Now booking for 2021 & 2022! 
www.PaulJSpetrini.com

Be true to YOUR LOVE
Be true to YOUR STORY
BE TRUE TO YOU


